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Bio-mechanical Material Property Estimation Using
Instrumented Laparoscopes
Abstract
Realistic simulation of tool-tissue interactions is necessary for the development of surgical simulators and one of the key
element for it realism is accurate bio-mechanical tissue models. In this paper, we determined the mechanical properties of
soft tissue by minimizing the difference between experimental measurements performed by instrumented laparoscopes and
analytical or simulated solutions of the deformation. Using this technique, we demonstrate that on can estimates accurately
the material property that best fit the experimental data compared to a simulated compression and a needle indentation
with a flat-tip. We also validated our results using multiple tool-tissue interactions over the same specimen.
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Introduction
Surgical simulation has revolutionized the way novice
surgeons are being trained. Current training of surgeons is
performed with real-life cases, instrumented phantoms, animals,
cadavers, and more recently visuo-haptic simulators. Surgical
simulators have been developed for a wide range of procedures
and they can be classified into three main categories, needlebased, minimally invasive, and open surgery. Needle insertion is a
well-known procedure due to its application in Minimally
Invasive Surgeries (MIS), such as biopsies, brachytherapy,
neurosurgery, and tumor ablation. Neurosurgical needle insertion
is a type of MIS that is performed with a restricted field of view,
displaced 2D visual feedback, and distorted haptic feedback.
Much research and development have been devoted for training
surgeons in MIS using visual and haptic feedback, but the
accurate characterization of soft tissues for haptic simulation
remains an open area of research [1].
Haptic models, which include relationships between forces
and displacements during the simulated medical procedure, are
usually based on biomechanical models. To simulate realistic
surgical interventions for needle insertion procedures, it is
necessary to implement algorithms that are accurate and are
computationally efficient [2]. Furthermore, the accuracy of
planning in medical interventions and the credibility of surgical
simulation depend on soft-tissue constitutive laws, the shape of
the surgical tool, the organ geometry, and the boundary conditions
imposed by the connective tissues surrounding the organ. Because
of this fidelity requirement, it is necessary to implement
experimental studies to measure mechanical properties of soft
tissue interaction using sensors and compare the results with tool-

tissue interaction models. Some researchers have evaluated soft
tissue properties in-vivo, ex-vivo, or in phantom tissues, using
stretch tests [3], aspiration experiments [4], compression tests, and
needle insertion for linear [5] and non-linear bio-mechanical
models [6]. In all these cases, researchers showed that their
parameters correctly fit with the experimental data used in a
material calibration. However, they did not evaluate the estimated
material properties in different types of experimental setups by
comparing the results with additional experimental data.
Ultimately, one would like to be able to measure in-vivo material
properties by performing simple tissue manipulations using
laparoscopic tools. In order to do so we have instrumented two
laparoscopes with 3D position sensors that can measure the tip
location and orientation in 3D space and force/torque sensors
located along the laparoscope shaft to measure the forces and
toques necessary to deform the material. One can see in Figure 1
the MIS digitizing station.

Figure 1: MIS Digitizing Station
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Using these measurements our goal is to develop a new tool that
will be able to infer material properties of in-vivo tissues without
having to perform biopsies.

considerably softer in extension than in compression. Therefore,
these parameters should be carefully selected according to the
application that needs to be simulated.

For hygienic reasons and limited access to a real operation room
data, we decided to perform our experiments on a silicone rubber
phantom with similar mechanical properties as brain matter (see
Figure 2).

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Figure 2: Ecoflex brain phantom with optical markers.
In our study, we also evaluate the effect of modeling space and
material models on the accuracy of Finite Element Method (FEM)
to simulate needle indentation in soft tissue. Our results can be
applied to a variety of medical applications, but we focus our
work on brain biopsies in which physicians use a needle. Related
literature on tissue characterization and needle insertion
simulation is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the
methods and experiments to calibrate the material property and to
simulate needle indentation into soft tissue. Finally in Sections 5
we discuss the experimental results. We then conclude and
discuss the results obtained.

As shown by Francheschini et al. [15], human brain tissue
deforms similar to filled elastomers, and it can be modeled as a
nonlinear solid with small volumetric compressibility. Girnary
[16] also highlight that silicone brain phantoms provide good
results to simulate brain behavior. In the present study, we
determined the parameters for Neo-Hookean and Reduced
Polynomial hyper-elastic models to simulate the mechanical
behavior of a platinum-cure silicone rubber (Ecoflex 00-10, from
Smooth-On, Inc.) submitted to a compression test. In our
experiments, we used a tissue phantom rather than biological
tissue because it allows us to obtain repeatable results in a
controlled environment. Each component of the rubber solution
was evenly mixed according to the recommendations of the
manufacturer and then formed in a cylindrical mold of 38 mm
diameter and 9 mm height. We used a force/torque sensor, (ATI
Mini40 SI-40-2) with 0.02 N resolution, attached to a
laparoscopic grasping tool, which was fixed to a rigid plate (see
Figure 3).

2. Related Work
Tissue characterization, also called calibration, consists of
estimating material properties based on the measurement of tooltissue interaction forces and deformations. The measurements can
be done using several invasive and non-invasive techniques.
Previous work on soft tissue characterization can be classified in
several ways. Some researchers use indentation techniques
[5][6][7], others consider stretching [3], aspiration [4],
compression [8], among many others. Additionally, results have
been reported on different organs from animals and humans, such
as the liver [9], brain [10][11] and kidney [6]. Considering the
limitations and advantages of the measurement techniques, some
researchers have used ex-vivo experiments and phantom tissues,
as they allow precise control of the sample and experimental
conditions for modeling [5][7][12]. Finally, due to the many
factors involved in soft tissue deformation, there are numerous
constitutive biomechanical models that can be used to simulate
different material behaviors. Some materials can be successfully
defined by very simple approximations based on Hooke’s Law, as
shown by DiMaio and Salcudean in [5]. However, more complex
materials, such as liver, kidney, and brain, require the use of
viscoelastic and hyper-elastic constitutive models. Kim et al. [6]
determined the hyper-viscoelastic properties of intra-abdominal
organs in-vivo using an indentation device. They implemented a
tridimensional inverse finite element parameter estimation
algorithm and they assumed the quasi-linear-viscoelastic theory
proposed by Fung [13]. As mentioned earlier, previous work on
tissue calibration obtained material properties based on
experimental data, but researchers usually did not evaluate and
validate model performance in different applications. This is a
crucial evaluation to guaranty simulator accuracy. For instance,
Miller et al. [10] demonstrated that swine brain tissue is

Figure 3: Experimental setup for the compression test of a
silicon rubber cylinder made of Ecoflex -0010.
The surfaces were lubricated and the tissue was compressed to a
strain of 0.227. The plate was displaced using a stepper motor to
compress the tissue at a constant velocity of 0.4 mm/s, until the
plate was displaced by 2 mm. The contact areas were lubricated
with talcum powder in order to minimize lateral friction.
Calibration of soft tissue consists of determining the material
constants by minimizing the difference between the analytical
solutions (for simple approaches) with respect to experimental
measurements through a least-squares-fit procedure using the
quasi-Newton method. In this study, the calibration of the material
model was done using the corresponding analytical solution of the
standard compression test. We used absolute errors, instead of
relative errors, because this gives a better fit for large strains. The
experimental nominal stress tensor was found by dividing the
reaction force at every sample point by the un-deformed contact
area. The nominal strain corresponded to the displacement of the
plate divided by the un-deformed height of the cylinder. Once we
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obtained the material parameters, we used the “evaluate” function
in ABAQUS [14] to run the Drucker stability test.
We also evaluated the estimated material property by comparing
different simulations of needle indentation with experimental
data in order to study the influence of the material model and
modeling space on the accuracy of a FEM solution. For the
measurement of forces and displacement during soft tissue
indentation, we used the same silicone rubber, force and torque
sensors, stepper motor, and the needle was inserted at the same
movement velocity. However, the specimen was a block of
, and it was indented until the
deformation was
(see Figure 4).

were allowed to move only in the vertical direction. We
constrained the indenter tip to the node at the upper left corner of
the mesh, and we moved the indenter such that the displacement
amplitude changed at a rate of
until it
reached
.

4. Experimental Results
The stress-strain curves for the uniaxial compression test and the
predicted curves using the two hyper-elastic models are shown in
Figure 5. We found
for the Neo-Hookean
material model, and
;
for the
second order Reduced Polynomial Model. For the definition of
those material parameters please refer to [14]. The Drucker
Stability Check showed that both models were stable for all
strains. The R-squared error for the fitting given by the NeoHookean model is
and the error for the Reduced
Polynomial model is equal to
.

(b)
(a)
Figure 4: (a) Setup for needle indentation in a block of 70
mm x 80 mm x 80 mm. We ensure that velocity is constant
and the needle is indented until the strain corresponded to
0.14. (b) Mesh for the axis-symmetric (left) and 3D models
(right).
The needle had a conical shape with a rounded tip of
diameter. We used a 2k factorial design, which allowed us to find
the effects of the factors and the interaction between factors [17].
The response variable was the R-Squared error between the
simulation and experimental data, the factors were the material
model (with levels Neo-Hookean and Reduced Polynomial) and
the modeling space (with levels axis-symmetric model). Finally
we performed two experiments to measure the reaction forces
during the indentation, with the purpose of having a duplicate of
the experiment. To run the simulation using the properties
previously estimated, we simulated an indentation in ABAQUS
as contact between a rigid needle and an isotropic silicone
rubber. The tangential behavior of the contact was defined using
a
friction coefficient. For the 3D case, we generated a cube
with the same characteristics as the real specimen; for the axissymmetric case, the model corresponded to a cylinder of
in diameter and
in height. Although this changes the
approach to the problem, we will show that axis-symmetric
models (which are simpler than the 3D approximation) can be
used to approximate problems that are not axis-symmetric. In
both cases, we used elements with hybrid formulation and
reduced integration. The mesh size was graded to be more
refined close to the indenter and coarser near the model
boundaries (see Figure 4b). In all simulations, we allowed
nonlinearities for the material model and for large geometric
deformation. In the 3D approximation, the model was assumed to
be symmetric, hence only one quarter of the cube needed to be
simulated. The bottom of the deformable body was fixed in
space, and both, the rigid indenter and the axis of symmetry (or
planes of symmetry, in the 3D case) in the deformable object,

Figure 5: Material Calibration using compression test data.
Before we ran the experiments, we refined the mesh until the
error of the simulation with respect to the experimental data did
not change significantly. For the following experimental runs, we
kept the same mesh parameters. The experimental matrix, which
presents the different simulations that were run in this study and
the resulting errors, is shown in Table 1. There were two runs of
each simulation, and the table shows the R-Squared errors of the
simulations with respect to the two experimental measurements.
The results of all the FEM simulations and the experimental
measurements are shown in Figure 6. In this figure we related the
reaction force in the indenter with the needle displacement. The
simulations differ by the parameters of the experimental design,
as shown in Table 1. The simulated distributions of stresses using
axis-symmetric and tridimensional models in ABAQUS are
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Table 1: Experimental Matrix
Material
Model
(Factor A)
NeoHookean
(Level 1)
Reduced
Polynomial
(Level 2)

Modeling Space (Factor B)
Axisymmetric
3D Model
(Level 1)
(Level 2)
0.98024

0.97516

0.98931

0.98562

0.99960

0.99829

0.99976

0.99919
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental measurements with FEM
simulations for a needle indentation.

Figure 7: Axis-symmetrical
Indentation in ABAQUS.

We concluded that, for very small velocities (in our case, for
"v"=0.4mm/s), the material properties found in the compression
test can be successfully used to simulate more complex
interactions, e.g. needle indentation. We also concluded that the
material model, the modeling space, and the interaction between
these two factors, affect the accuracy of the simulation. However,
the effect of the material model is substantially stronger than the
other two. Therefore, if one needs to simulate a model that is not
axis-symmetric, one can sacrifice some accuracy for a simpler
and faster modeling space than the full 3D model. This is due to
the fact that the effect of changing modeling space does not alter
the simulation as much as changing material model. Figure 6
show that the use of a reduced polynomial material model with
3D and axis-symmetric modeling spaces gives very similar
results. Bearing in mind that this silicone rubber has similar
properties to brain matter, future work will focus on the
characterization of phantom tissue under needle indentation
(where the analytical solution is not easily defined) for possible
applications of brain-tissue characterization during in-vivo
experiments.

Figure 8: Mesh for the axissymmetric (left) and 3D
models (right).

An Analysis of variance (Anova) showed that the effects of the
material model, the modeling space, and their interaction are
statistically significant,
,
and
,
respectively. The Anova had an acceptable adjusted error of
, where the missing
of the variability in the Rsquared error of the simulation is due to the effect of factors not
)
considered in this study. The effects sizes were (
(
)
(
)
,
, and
, indicating that the material model affect the quality of the
simulation the most. We also confirmed the adequacy of the
assumptions underlying the Anova [17]. The normality test using
Ryan-Joiner test was not significant,
, indicating that the
residuals were normally distributed (see Figure 9). Furthermore,
the Bartlett’s Test indicated that the residual variances were
homogeneous,
(see Figure 10).

Figure 9: Normality Test – Ryan-Joiner.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we characterized a silicone rubber phantom using
the experimental measurements from a compression test. We
evaluated the effect of two material models (Neo-Hookean and a
Second Order Reduced Polynomial) and two modeling spaces
(axis-symmetric and 3D) on the R-squared error between
simulated data and the experimental results of needle indentation.

Figure 10: Bartlett’s Test for Constant Variance.
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